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Stepsize å Tends to Zero
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1. lntroductlon

1.1. Let us consider an initial value problem for a system of s ordinary

differential equations which, by using vector notation, can be'written in

the form

#rrU, = f(t, u(t)) (o < ú < r), u(o) = c. (1.1)

ln (1.1) c denotes a given vector in the s-dimensional real u..,o, space R"

ancl/is a given, continuous mapping form [0, T] x Rr into Rs. We assume

that the Jacobian matrix of the function /(t, x), denoted by

J(t, x) = t, x),

exists and is continuous on [0, ?n ] x Rs. Let lJþ, x) I denote the norm of
the matrix Iþ, *) subordinate to some given vector norm I x I in Rs and

assume

l!(t,x)l4L (0<t(T,x.o'), (1.2)

where I denotes a given positive constant.
1.2. In this paper we are concerned with the approximation of the solution

U(t) to (1.1 ) at the end point / = T of the interval [0, f] .

We consider finite-difference schemes that can be written in the form

h-t(u, - Ltn-r)= F(tn;lto, ltr,. . .,unih\ (n = k,k+I,"', N),
(1.3a)

u, = F(t,; h) (n = 0, L, . . ., k - r). (1'3b)
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The so-called stepsize h, appeaúng in (1.3), is assumed to belong to the
set Ël defined by

H= {hlh=T/N;N=Àb,No + 1,^ô + 2,...}.
With N0 and å we denote fixed integers with No Þ k Þ 1. We use the
notation tn = nh artd un denotes an approximation of U(tn) (for fl = 0,
I, . . .,N where N = T/h). The vector ø¡¿ thus stands for an approximation
of U(t) at t = T.

The function F-which depends on the given function / and the initial
value c occurring in (1.1)-is assumed to satisfy the following conditions
(1.4a), (1.4b).

For h = T/N eH, k <ø ( Àl,x¡ € Rs (0 <i ( n) the element
y = F(tn;xo,xt,.. .,xniå) belongs to Rs. Further, for all x¡ andN¡
in Rs we have the inequality

I F(t";üo,ir, . . .,Xni h) - F(t"; xo, xt, . . ., xn; h)l

* j \¡¡ft,-¡ - xn* il
i=0

where À0, trt, À2, . . . are arbitrary constants independent of' h, n, x¡, E¡.

It is assumed that there exist integers q, r with 0 ( q ( r such that the
constants À¡ vanish for all i 1q and all i) r. Q.aa)

For h=T/NeH,0< n4 k - lthe element y = F(tn;å) belongs to
Rs. (1.4b)

It is easily verified that many well known numerical methods, when
applied to the initial value problem (1.1), generate finite-difference equa-
tions of type (1.3a) satisfying condition Q.aa). Such numerical methods
are to be found e.g. within the class of (explicit or implicit) Runge-Kutra
methods or the class of (generalized) linear multistep methods (cf. [4],
l8l).

The elements F(tn; å) occurring in (1.3b) denote starting vectors in Rs
found e.g. by a Taylor expansion of U(t) at t = 0.

We refer to Section 4.3 for a detailed example of a finite-difference
scheme of the form (1.3).

1.3. We consider the following perturbed version (1.5) of the given
finite-difference scheme ( 1 .3).

hn (ù, - ùn-t)= F(tntù,,ùr, . . .,ù.n; h) + u1n (n = k, k+ I, .. ., N),

(1.5a)

ùn=F(tn;h)+wn (n=0,I,...,k-I). (1.5b)

ã, denotes the approximation of U(tr) obtained in the presence of some
local perturbations u)0, rr!, . . ., uN. For instance wn may be caused by
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rounding-off. Likewise wn may be understood to be the local discretiza-

tion error (see [8] for this terminology), in which case we haveit'n= U(t").
Clearly, in both of these cases it is desirable to have error bounds by means

of which the effect on the difference T¿n - uN of the perturbations zo,

(n = 0,1, . . ., N) can be estimated.
Such error bounds are particularly interesting for large values of N.

Since N = T/h,the cases where T -+ *and where å J 0 thus deserve

special attention. In this paper we want to investigate in what manner

ù¡¡ - uw behaves when h ü 0 while ?" > 0 remains fixed. Consequently we

shall only be intereste d in the behauiour of error bounds as the stepsize h

tends to zero and the interaal [0, f] is fixed. For a discussion of the depend-

ence of ù¡,¡ - u¡,¡ on ?n (for large I) see e.g. [1], [2], [8] p. 87 ff.
7.4. Let us assume that the maximal stepsize å6, given by

hs = TfN6,

is such that

).0¿o < 1. (1.6)

Then it can be proved (cf. e.g. [4], [6]-[9] and Theorem 2 of the present
paper) that the equations (1.3a), (1.5a) have unique solutions un andù,
(n = k, k + Lr. . ., N), respectively and that the difference ù¡¡ - ø¡¡ admits
the following bounds

lù¡v - u¡¡ I ( 11 max lzo, I

0(¿(ll
(1.7)

and

lùx-ø¡¡l(12
(1.8)

In these error bounds 11 and 12 denote parameters (which depend on F.

and T, but) which do not depend on the stepsize h e H or on the perturba'
tions zrr, e Rs.

Using the triangle inequality and the inequality (N - å + 1) h ( Z, we

see that (1.8) implies (1.7) (with lt = (k + f) . fr). Moreover, in case

un = 0 (0 ( n ( À4 n * k) and lw*l=e (e ) 0 denoting some constant
independent of h) the error bound (1.8) establishes the fact that lù¡v - uu I

tends to zero if h + 0, while (1.7) only shows that lã¡¡ - uwl remains

bounded. Consequently, with regard to the behaviour as h = I/N J 0 and

f > 0 is fixed, the error bound (1.8) is more refined than (I.7).
1.5. The question arises whether there exists an error bound being still

more refined than (1.8). A further natural question is whether there exists

an error bound that is "maximally refined".
In this paper an attempt is made to formulate these questions rigorously

and to find answers to them.

I lrol+ lwtl+... + 1.,,-rl+ max
ì, n*"* lh 3. æ¡lì

¡/ i=tc ' I
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We note that a similar investigation was performed by the author in [6],
a major difference with the present paper being that in the setting of [6]
the left-hand members lùN - u¡¡ | of (1.7), (1.8) would read

lùn - unl

(1.1 0a)

(1.10b)

max
O(¿(¡r'

In the subsequent chapters it will tum out that new and unexpected results
arise as a consequence of the seemingly immaterial replacement of

ma1 lù, - u,lby lùw - uul.
0<¿<¡/

1.6. In Section 2 we present our basic definitions and notations.
In Section 3 we prove our first theorem, containing a (negative) result

about the existence of an error bound that is maximally refined.
In Section 4 we relax the requirements to be fulfilled by error bounds in

order that they are called maximally refined. We obtain a second theorem
according to which there exists an error bound that is maximally refined.
This error bound turns out to be more refined than (1.8). Section 4 is
concluded with an application of this maximally refined error bound to an
Adams-type finite-difference scheme for solving the initial value problem
(1 .1 ).

In the Sections 5 and 6 we have collected a series of lemmata, two of
which are used in the proof of Theorem 2 (in Section 4). We note that the
lemmata of Section 6 have applications to finite-difference schemes which
are of a more general type than (1.3).

Let o6, etr. . ,, a¿ denote real constants with ek = I, such that the root
condition (1.9) is fulfilled.

All roots f of the equation

o¿rlk +...+arf +ob = 0 (1.g)

have a modulus I f l < 1 and roots with modulus lll = 1 are simple.

The lemmata of Section 6 provide bounds for the ercor ù.¡¡ - &¡¡ where
ø¡¿ is computed from

h-l (a¡ru, * ek-tun-t + . . . + doun-*)

= F(tn;uo,Ltt,.,.,unih) (k4n <N),

un= F(t,;h) (0(ze< å- 1),

and ù.¡¡ is computed from

h-' (ooù, + av-ù,n-1 + . . . + doùr¿r) = F(tn;îio,ùr,.
(k4n<N),

,ù.n;h) + u1n (1.1la)

ùn=F(tn;h)+*n (0(n < A - 1). (1.11b)
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The final lemma of Section 6 gives an error bound which is a straight-
forward generalization of the maximally refined error bound stated in
Theorem 2 for the case of the scheme (1.3).

2. Notations and Def initions

2.I. Let o, os be given fixed constants with

o > 0, osÞ 0, ooho < I. (2.1)

We shall investigate error bounds which are valid for finite-difference schemes

(1.3) in which F fulfils condition (1.a) with arbitrary constants À¡ satisfying

r

í=q

We denote the set consisting of all these functions F by S¡ (o, oú Ns, k; T, s)

or simply by 56(o, oe) or by So.We thus have

So = {FlF fulfils (1.a)with constants }.¿ satisfying (2.2)}.

In order to keep the framework of this paper sufficiently general, so as

to be able to cope with diverse applications, we give our subsequent defini-
tions relative to ari arbitrary set S of functions F which is only required
to be such that

(i) S is a subset of Ss,

(ii) For each function/satisfying the conditions üsted in Section 1.1

with Z = o, there can be found art F e S such that

1

k

k
F(tn; xo, xt, . . ., xü h) = ' : f(tn-i, *n-,)

i=1

(for h = T/N e H, k ( z¿ ( N,x¡ C Rs).

Condition (i) implies that the set S should not be chosen too large, while
(ii) prohibits S from being chosen too small.

Note that for instance

S=So eS)
is a set satisfying the conditions (i), (ii). ChoosingNo = k = I and

S = {F I F(to; h) = ,, F(tn; xo, xt, . . ., xni h) = f(tr-r, xn-t)

(1 ( n ( ¡¿), c € Rs and/fulfils the conditions of Section 1.1 with
L = oj (2.4)

we have another example of a set S satisfying (i), (ii). Clearly, the finite-
difference schemes (1.3) with F e S where S is given by Q.a\, are gener-
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ated by applications of Euler's method to arbitrary initial value problems
(1.1).

2.2. For h e H we define the space x¿, consisting of all possible perturb-
ations, by

Xn = {wlw = (wo,ut,,.,,wu) where N= Tfh, ru, e Rs (0 ( rz <¡/)1.
We shall deal with bounds for the erroïs ùu - u¡v, resulting from local

perturbations æ, in (1.5), that can be written in the form

lùu -ø¡rl( þ(w,h,F) (forallh€H,weX¡,l'€S). (A)

In (A) z¿ stands for w = (*o, *r, . . ., uN) and wn, h, FrTt¡¡, ø1y denote the
quantities occurring in (1.3), (1.5). Further ry' denotes an arbitrary real
function with domain

D = {(u, h, F)l h e H, w e Xh, F e S}.

. It can be shown (see e.g. [7] or the arguments used in section 6) that
(1.7), (1.8) hold with I.r = ?r (F),lr= ^tz(F) where

lr(F) = (1 + r) . exp(g).?.), (2.ba)

tz(F) = exp (0Ir) e.6a)
and

À = ,å- tr,, o = (r- Àoåo)-,,
í=q

À¿ denoting the smallest constants for which F satisfies Q,a{. Consequently
(1.7), (1.8) are examples of error bounds of type (A) (..g. with S given by'
(2.3)) with ,! = út and þ = ry'2, respectively where

,þr(*, h, F) = "rr(r) . 
ogal j ø" l, (2.5b)

ùt(*, h, F) = n@)

2.3. The following definitions will enable us to compare the structures
of error bounds like (1.7) and (1.S) in a rigorous fashion.

Definition 1

Let rþ and {)' be real functions with domain D. Assume there exists a
constant B > 0 such that ,lt(*, h, .F) < p .ú'(*, h, F) (tor all (w, h, F) e D).
Then we use the notation

,þ < ,þ'.

I
t
lwol+ lwtl+...+ | wt-tl+ max lh i w¡l

k( z(lr' i=t
(2.6b)
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Along with (A) we consider another error bound

lù¡v - u¡¡l( þ'(w,h,F) (forall heH,w€X¡,,F e S)

389

(A')

Definition 2
The error bound (A') is more refined than (A) if V' 3 Ú and not ,l) < ,þ'.

As an illustration of the above definitions we again consider the functions
,þr, ùz defined by (2.5), (2.6). By arguments already mentioned in Section
1.4 it is easily proved that þ2{ úr. By choosin1w* * 0, w, = 0 (n *å) and

letting å I 0 the assumption þ1 I rlz is seen to lead to a contradiction. Hence

we do not have út 1 ú2. According to Definition 2 the error bound (1.8)
is thus more refined than (1.7).

2.4. In the following Se ctions we have adopted the convention that

(2.7)

whenever m ) n.

3. A First Definition of "Maximally Ref ined"

3.1. The following definition is a natural sequel to Definition 2

Definition 3
The error bound (A) is maximally refíned if there exists no bound of type

(A') which is more refined than (A).
We define the function úo by

úo(., h,F) - lùx - ut¡ I (3.1)

where uu,ù¡v are computed from (1.3), (1.5) and li¡¡ - ut¡l thus can be

regarded as a function of. w = (wo, ut, . . ., wu), h and -F. Clearly, with the

choice ú = ùo the error bound (A)is maximally refined. However, at the
same time the error bound (A) now has become useless, since the values

,þo(*, h, F) depend on ¿ll = (*o, *r, . . ., ww) in a manner which, in general,

is not transparent. This is due to the fact thaty = F(tn;xo,xt,. . .,xnih)
may depend ofl ne, xr, , . ,, x, in a complicated (nonlinear) fashion.

It is in view of the existence of such trivial and simultaneously untrans-
parent error bounds that we shall focus on error bounds in which, apart
from factors independent of w and å, the right-hand members are inde-
pendent of the (complicated) function F. Thus we are lead to consider
bounds of type (A) in which the function ry' is of the form

,þ(r, h, F) = l@) . A(w, h) (for (zu, h, F) e D), (B)

7 denoting an arbitrary positive function with domain S and Õ denoting an

arbitrary real function with domain {(*, h)l h e H, w e X¡}.

0
n
5L

í=m
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We note that (2.5b) and (2.6b) provide examples of functions ry' that are
of type (B).

3.2. In contrast with what was found in the analogous situation considered
in [6], we have the following negative result.

Theorem 1

There exists no error bound of type (A) with the following two properties.
(1) (A) is maximally refined (in the sense of Definition 3),
(2) The right-hand member ú (*, h, .F) of (A) is of type (B).

Proof
(a) Suppose (A) stands for an error bound with the properties 1, 2.

From (3.1) we then have

tl,o(r, h, F) 4 þ(w, h, F) = t(F) .ó(w, h).

Consequently,úo 3 ry', and since (A) is maximally refined there follows

þ gtþo. (3.2)

For any two functions .Fr, F2 belonging to the set S we have

úo(*, h,r,) ( ,1,(*, h, r) =#'). ,þ(r,h, Fz).

In view of (3.2) we thus obtain the inequality

úo(*, h,F ) ( I .W@)lt(Fùl .þ¡(w,h, Fr) (for all he H,we X¡),

(3.3)

B denoting a positive constant independent of h and w.

(b) In view of condition (ii), imposed on S in Section 2.I,we may choose
Ft artd .F2 in such away that

Fr(t"; xo, xt, , , .t xni h) = O.

Let w = (wo, ut, , . ., wu) be such that

un=0 (0(ru<N-2), u)N=-u)N-t*0. (3.4)

A little calculation shows that for N > k * 1 we have

,þo(-, h, Fr) = 0, rþo(*,h,Fr)= h2 . 
f, 

. l.ut+ O.

In view of (3.3) there follows

tþo(r, h, Ft) = 0.

We have obtained a contradiction and the theorem has thus been proved.
We note that the above theorem is closely related to Lemma 6 in [7].

Fr(tn; xo, xt, . . ., xni r) = l. ,t, xn-í
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4. A Second Definition of "Maximally Refined"

4.1. In view of the negative result formulated in Theorem 1 we now turn
to a weaker version of Definition 3. We shall impose less restrictive require-
ments on an error bound (A) if it is to be called maximally refined. In fact,
we shall compare a given error bound (A) not with arbitrary bounds (A'),
as was done in Definition 3, but only with certain bounds which have the
same structure as the bounds (A) considered in Section 3 (see (B)). Thus
we are going to restrict our considerations to error bounds (A') whose
right-hand members are of type

ú'(r, h, F) = 7'(F) . ó'(w, h) (for (æ, h, F) e D). (B')

Definition 4
The error bound (A) is maximally refined if there exists no bound of type
(A ) with the following two properties.

(1) (A') is more refined than (A),
(2) The right-hand member lt'(w, h, F.) of (A') is of the form (B') with

0 ( inf "y'(F), sup 7'(f) ( o".
F€S .Fe.S

We note that (1.7), (1.8) are examples of bounds of type (A') with the
second property stated in the above definition (see (2.5), (2.6)).

In the Section 4.2 it wtll be seen that Definition 4 carries us farther
than Definition 3.

4.2. In the following theorem we shall refer to the functions 7 and Õ
defined by

w¡ó(w, h) =1.*-, + t
¡¡

n
+hw¡

i=tc

k-t+h2 
I

i=o

1l
l*u-kl

n

t+h2
i=t<

.,1 ,

(4.1)

l@) = max {I + 0)\ho,0À . exp[0Àf] ]
where

r
À= 2 À¡, 0=(l-tr0¿o)-1,

i=q

À¡ denoting the smallest constants for which F satisfies Q.aa)

@-2a)

(4.2b)

Theorem 2
Let ry' be defined by ú(*, h, F) = 1@) .Q(w, h) where 7 and Õ are given by
(4.2), (4.r).

Then the error bound (A) holds. Further, with this choice of ry', the
bound (A) has the following three properties.

(1) (A) is maximally refined (in the sense of Definition 4),
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(2) The right-hand member ú(r, h, .F') of (A) is of type (B).
(3) (A) is more refined than (1.8).

Proof
(a) Applying lemma 4 (see Section 6) with

otk=I, dkt=-I, d¡=0 (0<t<å-2)
we obtain the error bound

lùt¡ -øivl ( lu.¿vl + 0l\. h l rl\tt't-n . lunl
n =O

where 0, À and un ate defined by (6.6) and (6.4), respectively. From (6.4)
we easily obtain the expressions (5.4) for the vectors un.The error bound
(A) thus holds with ú(r, h, F) = t(F) .Q(r, å) where "y and Õ are defined
in $.2) and (4.1). Further it is easily seen that our bound (A) has property
2 stated in the theorem.

(b) Let ry' be as defined in the theorem. We shall prove that the error
bound (A) now has property 1.

By applying Lemma I (of Section 5) with L = o and by using condition
(ii), imposed on S in Section 2.L, it follows that for all h e H, w € X¡ there
can be found an F e S such that

to(w, h, F) > p . Q(w, h) (4.3)

where ry'e is defined by (3.1), Õ is de fined by (a.1) and B =
min{l, [(1 + of .k]-t .o].

Suppose (A') is an error bound with the properties 1, 2 appearing in
Definition 4. We put

ee = inf l'(F), €1 = sup I'@).,Fe.t .F€,s

It follows that

úo(*, h, .F) ( e1 . Q'(w, h) (for all (w, h, F) e D). (4.4)

A combination of (4.3) and (4.4) yields

þ .Q(*, å) ( e1 . Q'(w, h) (for all h €. H, w € X¡).

Consequently, for all (w, h, F) €. S we have

ú(*, h, F) = tF) .Q(*, h) < 9-tt@)e1 . Õ'(ru, å) < [Éuo] 
-tt(F)et

. rtt'(w, h, F).

Since

sup 7(.F) ( o"
-F €.S
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(see (a.2) and condition (i) in Section 2.1)we thus obtain

tþ 3 þ'.

In view of property 1 (see Definition 4) we have obtained a contradic-
tion. It follows that (A), with r/ as defined in the Theorem, is maximally
refined.

(c) It remains to be shown that our error bound (A) has property 3.

From (2.6), (4.1)there follows

Þ(w, h) ( (1 + \ .[tr@)|-t . {/2(u, h, F).

Hence

,þ(w, h, F) = t@) .Q(., ¿) < (1 + r) . h\)h"(e)l , þ2(w, h, F).

Since sup fu@)ln@)l ( - we thus have
.F'c^S

ú 1tþ2.

By choosing w = (wo, ut, . . ., wu) in such a way that (3.4) holds we
obtain,forN>k+I,

t(*,h, F) =t@) . h2 .lwul, ú"(*,h,F)=lr(F) . h.lw¡,t|¡.

By letting h I 0 it follows that we do not have þ2 * ú. In view of Defini-
tion 2 this completes the proof of the theorem.

4.3. In order to illustrate Theorem 2 we consider the following Adams-
type finite-difference scheme for solving the initial value problem (1.1).

h-'(ut - us) = f(ts, ur)

h-t (u, - ut) = 2f(q, ur) - f(to, uo)

h-t (u, - un-t) = + . l2\f(tn-t, un-t) - 16f(tn-2, u,-2)

+ \f(tn-t, u,4)l (3 ( rz < N), $.5a)

Lto = c. (4.5b)

It is easily verified that (4.5) is of type (1.3), where F satisfies (1.4) with
k=I,À6=3rq=Irr=3.

Letù., denote the solution of the finite-difference scheme (a.5) obtained
in the presence of local perturbations wn added to the right-hand members
of (4.5a) (we assume ùo - uo = Loo = 0). Then an application of the error
bound (A) established in Theorem 2 yields the estimate

tù¡v -u¡r r( . {l , ,ä,,,1. ,2', 
| ^ ,t, 

*,1}, Ø.6)

393

f denoting a parameter independent of h = TIN and wn.
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In case the w, stand for rounding errors, the bound (4.6) clearly shows

that there are (hypothetical) cases where the effect (as h { 0) of these

errors onù¡¡ - ø¡¿ is less serious than could be expected from the corres-

ponding bounds (1.7) or (1.8). For instance let w^ = -um-t¡ lw^l= e,

wj = 0 $or j * ffi, ffi - 1) where m is anarbitrary integer with I ( rn 
=< 

N
and e ) 0 is a constant independent of /¿. Then (1.7)shows Lhat lù¡¡ - uul
remains bounded as h I 0 and (1.8) proves that lù¡¡ - Wrl = O(h). But from
(4.6) we have the still stronger estimate lùw - uul= O(h2).

We next choose ù., = U(t,) where U(ú) solves (1.1). Assuming that the
function U(r) has derivatives of sufficiently high order we obtain, by using
Taylor's theorem, for the corresponding perturbations wnthe expressions

hwt=2 fu'u' + ho( t
), tu2 =

hd2
2dP u(t) + o(h'),

wn= O(h3) (uniformlY for 3( n ( N).

On substituting these expressions into (4.6) there follows

IUQ) - uwl= o(h').

Note that this estimate could not have been obtained in the same straight-
forward fashion from (1.7) or (1.8).

5. A Lower Bound for lã¡¡ - uwl

The purpose of the present section is to prove the following lemma, which
has already been used in the proof of Theorem 2. The lemma deals with
the finite-difference scheme

h-'(u, - un-r) = \ flt,-,, un-,) (n = k, h + I,. . ., N), (5.1a)
I
T
R.

k

i=l

un=cn (n=0r1,...,k-l)

and the perturbed scheme

(5.lb)

,-lldn -\un 
- un_l) = ) fltr-,,ùn-¡) + *n (n= h,k+1,...,N), (5.2a)1

E i=l

i, = c, * wn (r= 0r1,..., k - 1). (5.2b)

Lemma I
Let h e H, u = (*o, *r, . . ., wy) e X¡ be given and assume I is an arbitrary
positive constant. Then there exists a function/ with the properties stated
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in Section 1.1, such that wheneV€r c6¡ c1s. . .e c¡r-1 art' vectors e Rs and

the vectors uN,ùN are computed from (5.1), (5.2)' then

ti¿u * uutÞ tu¡r I + nå-. *r. n\] t,,t (5.3)

where

an=un (0(æ<å-1), aa=u¡-1th w¡ (k4n<N).

(5.4)

Proof
(a) Let he H,w= (wo,ut,...,wu)€Xh,L ) 0be given.Letanbe
defined by (5.! and put

I
a = ¡---'uN

lu¡¡l

if a¡¡* 0. Let abeartarbitraryvectorin R"withnorm lal=l if u¡¿ =0.
We define

f(tr,*)= L. gr(x).a (r= 0,1,...,N)

where g, denotes a linear mapping from Rs into R . g, will be defined

below. We define f(t, r) by linear interpolation for tn-1 1 t 1 t,
(n=1r2r...rN).

Letnbe an integer with 0 ( r¿ ( k - l. We defineg,, to be a linear

functional with g,(w,) = lwnl and with norm

lg,, | = sup {ls"@)llt*i x€ Rs, x + 0} < 1

(Note that such a functional exists bV [5], Section 3).

Next let n be an integer with å ( n ( N and assume 97 has already been

defined for all j4 
" - 1. Then/(r, x) is defined for 0 ( r ( ta-1 as indicated

above and. u¡,ù.¡ are defined by (5.1)' (5.2) for 0 ( i4 ".Now 
the func-

tional g, is chosen in such a way that gn(ùn - un) = lù, - un I and agun

lS" I < 1. Note thatú, - u, and consequently g^too, are independent

of c¡, c1, , , ., ck-¡.
In this way we have constructed a function/satisfying the conditions

stated in Section 1.1.
(b) We define

dn=i.n -Itn, zn=d, -un (n= 0r1r...rN)

n

where un,ùn, u, denote the vectors defined by (5.1), (5.2), (5.+), respectively
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Subtracting (5.1) from (5.2) there follows

L k
_E

i=1
h-t(rn - zn-t) ) s,-,(d*,) . o (k 4 n< N), zn = o

rn view or the 0"r,",,10o"*J Íjt"-Ì;"narssl we thus have

-n 'n- I
L
k

h I d"-¡ I a (h4n<N).
1

Consequently

ír'n lk ^,?r 
(ld¡-tl + ld'¡-zl +''' + | 4-r)) a (k4n<N).

(5.5)

Applying (5.5) with n = N we obtain

du= lu¡vl
^,10 

(ld¡tl + ld¡-zl +''' + ld¡-*l)
L ¡/+-.
k

4,.

It follows that

lctulÞ 1u*1+ l. n

(c) Since I un I ( ld"l + lznl we obtain from (5.5) the inequality

n-l
lzr,l( ld,l+ L. h >

i=o
ldil (0(n<N).

¡r'-1

¡/- r

: ld"l.
n=O

di
n-l

Lh>
I =o

¡/-

n=

¡r-

n=
lu,l4h 2h +hd,

0

(5.6)

Hence

n

It

,(

It follows that
.^¡-1 ¡r'-l

(t + LT:)-t . h,1olu,l ( h,Zo ld.,l

A combination of this inequality with (5.6) proves the inequality (5.3).

6. Error Bounds for Finite-Difference Schemes of Type (1.10)

6.1. Throughout this section ,F denotes a fixed function satisfying condi-
tion (1.4) and with \i,Q,r we denote the constants appearing in (1.4a).
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We first consider a finite-difference scheme of type (1.10) satisfying the
following general condition (6.1).

Whenever he Hand u)orl.ut,...rlJ)N arevectors in R" with æ,, = 0
(for n = 0, 1, . . ., k * 1)and u,,ü, satisfy (1.10), (1.11), then

li,u -u¡¿l ( P(h) . y. fqþ)lN-ilw¡l
i=tt

where P(h), Q(h) are real functions, defined for h e FI, independent
of. wn. (6.1)

Lemma 2
Let the finite-difference scheme (1.10) satisfy condition (6.1). Let h e H
and let uo,tu!,.. .rrÐN be arbitrary perturbations in Rs. Assume un,ùn
satisfy (1.10), (1.11), respectively. Then we have the error bound

jV

o 
R"(h) an (6.2)

n

The factors R"(h) and the vectors un are define d by

R"(h) = P(h)
min (¿¡l-n )

i= max(q,k-n)
ì,,[Q(h)l*-"-',

O!¡Un * dk-lUn-t +''' + doAn-tc = h1)n

un=un

(k4n<N),
(0(n<å-1).

(6.3)

(6.4\

Proof
From (1.11) it follows that the vectors r,, defined by

rr=ù.n-t)n

satisfy

h-t(on n * oe-trn-t +'" + dorn¿c) = F(tn;rorrtr...trnih)+sn

(k4n<N),
where

sn = F(tn;ùo,itrr...,ùnih) - F(t";ro,rt,.. .,rnih).

Applying (6.1) (with ún, un replaced by ,n,sn, respectively) we obtain

¡r
lru - uu l< P(¿) 

,1r tQln)liv-ils¡|.
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From the definition of s¡ and condition (1.4) there follows
r

ls¡l < .2 À¡lr¡-;l ( we put un = 0 for n ( 0)., i =q

Consequently

lùu -z¡¡ I ( I urv I + rt ¡ i í tr,le@)lN-Ìlu¡-il.
i=k i=q

By arearrangement of the sum appearing in the right-hand member of this
inequality and by using the convention (2.7) we arrive at the error bound
(6.2).

6.2. The following lemma states a simple condition under which the
general requirement (6.1) is fulfilled by the finite-difference scheme (1.10).
The proof of the lemma has been included to keep the present paper
reasonably self-contained. It is similar to proofs of related theorems to be
found in the literature (see e.g. [4], [8] ).

It will be assumed that Àe is so small that

Àoåo ( 1 (6.5)

and we put

0= (1 _tr0åo)-1,
r

À= ) ¡.,.
í=q

(6.6)

Lentma 3
Let (6.5) hold. Assume the coefficients a; occurring in (1.10) are such that
oh = l and the root condition (1.9) is fulfilled. Then the finite-difference
scheme (1.10) satisfies requirement (6.1) with

P(h) = a0 . h, Q(h) = (1 + a0À . å). (6.7)

In (6.7) a denotes a constant, which only depends on the coefficients a¡
and which is given by

d = 1 (6.8)

in case dk = I,dk-t = -7, di= 0 (0 < t< k - 2).

Proof
Lethe H andLr)o,wt,...,uN C R" with ur=0 (0 ( ø< å - 1) be given.
Subtracting (1.10) from (1.11) and writing

dn =Ttn - un

there follows

f,

a¡rdn ro¿rc-tdn-t +... + asd.n-¡, = hs, (å ( n (N)
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where

sn = un + {F(tr;ito,ùr, . . .rùni h) - F(t";uo, ltts . . ., unt h)}.

By virtue of the root condition (1.9) we have
'1 n-|

. ld,l<ttlsnl+e.h,Zult,l (å(n(N)

where a2 I is a constant with the properties stated in the lemma (cf. e.g.

[8] p.205).
In view of the Lipschitz condition appearing in (1.4a) we have

i
lsr.l ( lzr.,¡l + Àol4l +,Zrlr,l44l (å <i< N).

Consequently
n-1 n

(1 -Ào¿)ld"l< o¿ì..h > ldil+a.h I l*¡l (k4n<N).
i =* i =tt

Since å ( ås and (6.5) holds, we obtain, by induction with respect to rL,

the inequality

ld,l<ur .ni (1 +a6À.h)"-iluil (k4n<N). (6.e)
j=tt

The proof of the lemma is completed by choosing in this inequality

n=N.

6.3. We next tuüi to our final lemma. It contains the main result of the
present section. The proof of the lemma is obtained by a straightforward
combination of the lemmata 2 and 3.

Lernma 4
Let Às be so small that Às/¿6 ( 1. Assume the coefficients a¡ occurring in
(1.i0) are such thato-¡, = 1 and the root condition (1.9) is fulfilled.

Let h e H andlet w¡, u!, . . ., w¡¡ be arbitrary perturbations in Rl
Assume u,,ùn satisfy (1.10), (1.11), respectively.

Then we have the error bound

N-q
lùw - a¡¡l( laul+ o.?)r. h >

n = max (O, k-r)
uaott.tu-q-n .lunl (6.10)

where the constant a is as in Lemma 3. The constants 0,À and the vectors
'un are defined by (6.6) and (6.4), respectively.

Proof
By Lemma 3 condition (6.1) is fulfilled vøth P(h), Q(å) given by (6.7).
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Applying Lemma 2 we obtain the error bound (6.2) with
min (r,l/-n)

Rn(h) = a0 . h,=_"ìn,r_,¡ À;(1 + a0ì. . h)N-n-i.

Since (1 + a0À . h)u'n-i ç 
"c0À 

'tN-n-q we have

R"(h) ( a0À
"a0lt 

. t¡¡-n-n,

In view of the convention (2.7) the error bound (6.2) thus proves (6.10).
6.4. We note that Lemma 2 also has applications in situations different

from those in Lemma 4. Particularly interesting are applications where
(6.1) can be shown to hold with a function Q(h) that is smaller than
(1 + a@À . h)-as is the case in certain finite-difference schemes for solving
stiff differential equations (cf. e.g. [3]). In such applications one obtains
bounds similar to (6.10) but with factors 1"a0ìr'N-q-,r.
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